In recent decades there has been steady progress towards a risk-based management approach for 14
INTRODUCTION 31
Variability in the natural world and our ability to measure it are not the only sources of 32 uncertainty to affect decisions in managing fisheries; the perceptions and values of scientists, 33 managers, fishers and other stakeholders are also important. However attempts to take such 34 evidence into consideration in day-to-day management processes have been slow (Garcia and 35
Charles 2008). Accounting for uncertainty through risk-based management has been a goal of 36 fisheries management for some time (Hillborn et al. 2001) , first formalised as 'the precautionary 37 approach' by FAO (1996) . In some regions, such as Australia, the precautionary approach 38 evolved into a risk analysis framework, the initial stages of which involve a qualitative 39 assessment of risks through stakeholder elicitations (Fletcher 2005) . Environmental; Catch. Thirty-three sources of uncertainty were identified and evaluated. The 99 choice of uncertainties to include in the questionnaire is important, especially when those 100 developing the questionnaire had less experience of the case study than the respondents. 101
Therefore as part of the process respondents were asked whether there were sources of 102 uncertainty that were missing and whether certain sources of uncertainty were confounded. If 103 there were important omissions then these could be followed up in an additional questionnaire. 104
The respondents included experts involved in stock assessment (n = 23), several NGOs (n = 105 4) which focus on Bluefin tuna, and a manager representing one of the fishing nations (n = 1); the 106 elicitations were conducted at two GBYP ICCAT meetings in Madrid in June 2011 and 107
September 2012. 108
Before the elicitations were conducted, the respondents were given the context, method and 109 purpose of the questionnaire. The motivation to complete and contribute to the questionnaire was 110 that the results would be used to direct research funding, improve assessment and communicate 111 uncertainty to the decision makers -all direct concerns for these respondents. The subjective 112 opinions of the participants were of interest so possible individual bias related to issues of 113 personal experience or concern was expected and accepted. 114
The survey was structured to present a base level of information on all issues identified in the 115 literature review. Notes provided a shared context to each source of uncertainty and respondents 116 were encouraged to consult these before answering the questions. Finally, immediate graphical 117 feedback provided the participants with the opportunity to verify or amend their answers 118 accordingly. 119 7 To understand the reasons for disagreements and explore the possibility of achieving 120 consensus in a larger group, a focus group of five people (four scientists and an NGO 121 representative) was conducted. Through a group discussion facilitated by risk analysts, a 122 consensus opinion was sought for Importance, the most influential dimension of these 123 uncertainties to risk management. 124
125

Components 126
For each source of uncertainty respondents were asked to evaluate three dimensions: 127  Importance -potential impact on management goals 128  Knowledge -potential to reduce uncertainty through more research 129
 Representation in current assessments 130
For each uncertainty, the three dimensions were rated on a scale (from very low to very high) 131 such that the end of the scale corresponded to a greater risk, either greater importance, greater 132 lack of knowledge or greater lack of representation. 133
Importance 134
Importance was rated in terms of the potential impact (minimal, minor, moderate, major, or 135 massive) that a particular process/assumption/hypothesis (source of uncertainty) could have on 136 achieving management objectives. 137
Knowledge 138
In the second dimension the concern was epistemological uncertainty or the potential to 139 reduce uncertainty with greater knowledge. It was rated as follows: 140
Very low -the value of the variable is very well understood 141
Low -the value of the variable is extensively researched 142 agreement about the Importance of this variable (Fig. 5b) . In Figure 5c 
Correlations between variables 216
The scores of the three variables (Importance, Knowledge uncertainty and lack of 217 Representation) assigned by each expert were, in varying degrees, not independent. To illustrate 218 this, pairwise Spearman rank correlation was performed on the scores provided by each assessor. 219
The histograms (Fig. 6) show the distribution of correlation coefficients for the group of 220
assessors. There was a tendency for most, but not all, experts to score Importance variables also 221 as Knowledge uncertain. No causation is implied by the correlations themselves and it could be 222 that greater perceived Knowledge uncertainty contributed to the reason that assessors also scored 223 the Importance variable highly. The majority also tended to score the Importance variables as 224 slightly more poorly for Representation in the model but the spread of perceptions was wide on 225 this point. Almost all experts scored the lowest ranked Representation variables as the lowest on 226 Knowledge uncertainty. 227 228
Prioritization of uncertainties 229
Using both the consensus score of Importance obtained from the sub-group of five individuals 230 and the overall responses, an action plan was formulated in consultation with the GBYP 231 modellers of what prioritization should be given to the quantitative testing of the uncertainties. 232
The resulting list of priorities is subject to computational constraints as some variables are more 233 difficult to translate into scenarios for MSE or to incorporate into an existing stock assessment 234 model. Table 1 Quantification of uncertainties is both a labour and a computationally demanding process and 270 thus its efficiency hinges on prioritisation. The sub-group discussion of the elicitation results 271 described in this paper is one of many possible options for prioritisation. Though a small group 272 inevitably introduces some bias, facilitation of a structured discussion based on the wider group 273 elicitation minimises this. Lack of consensus in various dimensions might play a greater role in 274 determining the prioritisation in future exercises or alternatively attempts to achieve consensus 275 can be made before proceeding to quantification stages of Risk Analysis. In this exercise the 276 causes of lack of consensus in important variables was identified and addressed through 277 stakeholder discussion facilitated by risk analysts. Understanding the reasons for low consensus 278 can lead to improved consensus and improved prioritisation of uncertainties within the modelling 279 14 framework. This approach was tested with a subset of five experts who were indeed able to agree 280 on a common rating for the Importance dimension of variables (Table 1) . 281
Given that the combinations of scenarios for inclusion in an MSE grow exponentially with 282 each extra variable, it will not be possible to evaluate the quantitative impact of all sources of 283 uncertainties included in Table 1 . Discussions with modellers are needed to reduce the twenty 284 uncertainties to a shorter initial list of those variables most amenable for further evaluation, 285
Simpler interactive modelling approaches will be valuable in doing this. For example by using a 286 deterministic OM (without the need to run Monte Carlo simulations) where the preferences of the 287 different stakeholder groups are modelled as utility functions (Houthakker 1950, Rosenberg and 288 Restrepo 1994) This will allow the impact of the different sources of uncertainty to be 289 investigated by reference to a change in utility. Once it is determined which of the uncertainties 290 have the greatest impact on the utility function discussions can be initiated with the stakeholders 291 to elicit which interactions among the 20 shortlisted uncertainties should have priority for further 292 quantitative investigations. Finally, a representative 'reference' set of operating models can be 293 selected based on analysis of interactions among uncertainties. The plausibility weights for this 294 reference set of OMs provide another opportunity to engage stakeholders, and to elicit their views 295 as to how robustness trials with the MSE should be 'tuned'. Having thus established an MSE 296 framework, other sources of uncertainty from Table 1 can be quantitatively addressed but it is 297 still unlikely that every source of uncertainty identified in the qualitative stage described in this 298 paper can be given a quantitative treatment. So elicitation process also serves to document what 299 is missing from the quantitative risk assessment, giving decision makers a more transparent and 300 comprehensive view of uncertainties in the scientific advice to managers and other stakeholders. 301 
